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I'm afraid I'm going to have to wax philosophic al
again. Sorry, I just can ' t help myself. If you
prefer a light er tone at the beginning of . your
exploration of the goodies in this month's issue,
there's a rather good cartoon on the inside of
the back cover.
The next issue of SKYSAILOR will be my last.
From June, a new Editor will be stepping in to
attempt the task of getting this tardy journal on
time. I've tried just about everything to get it
on time, short of decreasing the visual quality,
and it doesn't seem to work.
Right, where
ophical.

was

I?

Ah yes,

waxing

philos-

What
wa nt to t alk about here is firstly,
whe ther or not it is desirable for us to attempt
to increase t he number of pilots In Australia; and
secondly, if so, how we should go about doing
this.
The benefits of increasing our numbers are fairly
obvious. A larger organisation, say three or four
thousand members, would have both the resources
and the leverage to press for better airspace
restrict ions and concessions. We would also have
the resources to employ full -t ime staff wherever
necessary, and produce a much more Impressive
Schools would become more financmagazine.
ially viable in more areas, local clubs would be
stronger and more widespread, and the standard
of both competition and general flying could be
improved with careful management. More pilots
would also mean more sites being opened and
would make glider manufacture a more attractive
proposition, resulting in a larger variety of cheaper gliders.
There are also a number of problems that could
arise if we were to increase our numbers.
It
could be argued that the present marginal viability of professional instruction ensures that only
the very best instructors stay in business. By
making it easier for less committed operators to
set up shop, we run the risk of lowering the overall standard of instructors, and hence flying standards. If the increase in numbers were to occur
in already established areas, site overcrowding
and deteriorating relations with local authorities
could result. Larger numbers of pilots tramping
across valuable pasture, frightening chickens and
making farm dogs chase their tails; could convince our rural brothers that maybe Man wasn't
meant to fly after all.

A sudden increase in our numbers would alsc
create the situation of bottom heaviness, with a
greater percentage of our total number being inexperienced.
This would lower the ratio of
safety officers to pilots in the short term anc
could create a safety problem. A boom in thE

sequent visits from the instructor would serve to
promote safety and maintain interest, and funds
available through the State Associations could
be used for site development.

number of new students would also attract more
schools and instructors than the market will
ultimately support.
Once numbers stabilise at
a higher level, the instruction market will settle
down to a more ' modest level and many of these
instructors may be left high and dry. The same
could occur in the manufacturing sector, although
the market for new gliders should be able to
expand on a more permanent basis.

The end result would be a larger community of
pilots spread more widely over the countryside.
Where it may be impossible for a single school
to survive in anyone of the new areas, employment could be provided, for at least one .group
of itinerant instructors to travel between them.

So there are the plusses and minuses of increasing our numbers. Obviously it has the potential
to become a very vexed question. But If we are
to fo rget all this for a while; and assume that
it is a good idea to encourage more people to
fl y, we are faced with another problem: What
is t he best way of promoting our sport?
For the past few years, this task has largely
been left to commercial interests. With notable
exceptions in Cairns and Tasmania, the promotion
of hang gliding has been left to the schools who,
despite their Herculean efforts, have failed to
significantly influence the total number of pilots.
The reason for this is that commercial hang gliding schools can only afford to operate in areas
where a high turnover of students can be
achieved. Because of thiS, the vast majority of
schools are clustered around the major population
centres, particularly Newcastle, Sydney and Wollongong. In most of these areas, hang gliding has
been around for at least ten years and the natural level of pilots in the area has been established for quite a while. While promotion in these
areas can significantly alter the number of "flrstt imers" trying the sport, it is unlikely that a significant number will continue to Intermediate lev-

Obviously there would have to be a great deal of
panning and organisation done before such a
scheme could be attempted, and the question of
whether or not such a thing is worthwhile would
have to be resolved. What I have attempted to
do here is provide a brief outline of the issues
involved in the question of what to do about our
membership numbers.
You may feel that the
answer is, simply, nothing. Or you may feel that
we should try to do something, but not necessarily along the lines I suggest.
Or, however
unlikely it may seem; you may even agree! If
you do have a view on the subject, how about
writing and letting us know.

e l.

If we are to significantly . increase our numbers,
we can clearly no longer place our hopes on
established hang gliding areas. What we need to
do is establish new sites and new areas where flying communities can develop. For the first time
in our history, we now have a means for spreading hang gliding into the huge "hill-free zone.s"
that cover much of our continent. If we can
develop acceptable procedures for teaching people
to tow from scratch, the possibilities will be
even greater.

One possibility for promoting hang gliding in
rural areas is for a team of pilots and instructors to tour country towns, setting up displays in
local libraries, arranging I film nights and talks,
giving towing demonstrations where possible, and
generally promoting interest in the sport.
If
interest was sufficiently high, bookings could be
taken and classes held in the area with the aim
of producing a group of active local pilots. Sub-

Th e classic Ic a ru s II bipl ane .
An ea r ly at te mp t a t hi gh
p e rfor man ce. circ Q 1972 .
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XC

LEAGUE

STANDINGS

As at 11/3/86
Pilot

FIt. 1

BLENKINSOP Steve 153.4Gc
1000
NEWLAND Mark
310.4Dc
1000
BARDON Tim
153.4Gc
1000
HUBBARD Guy
73.3Tu
872
GILBERT Dennis
72.2Tu
859
HUNTER Chris
73.4Tu
873
TULLOCH Geoff
80.0Gc
521
KELLY Paul
87.6Gc
571
60.5Tu
PETRIE David
720
CLELAND Paul
163.0Dc
525
MOLLISON Paul
51.4Tu
611
SANDLER Stephen 108.8Gc
709
TUCKER Scott
219.6Dc
707
SMITH Greg
38.0Rc
1000
FIMERI Gary
146.2Dc
471
KAMBAS George
58.3Gc
380
GRAHAM Chris
110.3Dc
355
SVENS Birgit
152.5Dc
491
NOTT Myles
183.9Dc
592
LEE Wayne
75.IDc
241
HILL Ken
80.0Gc
521
HUMPHRIES Andrew 115.3Dc
371
JENSEN Ken
75.1Dc
241
HA YHOW Bryan
39.2Gc
255
18.5Dc
MACLEAN Ian
59
RAMSEY Steve
36.0Dc
115
DAVIE Gary
18.0Dc
57
Key:

FIt. 2

FIt. 3

Fit. 4

FIt. 5

Total,

133.3Gc
868
73.3Tu
872
264.4Dc
851
119.6Gc
779
81.3Gc
529
58.3Gc
380
122.IDc
393
160.8Dc
518
104.1Gc
678
135.IDc
435
125.2Dc
403
158.5Dc
510
121.2Dc
390
34.9Dc
112
113.4Dc
365
95.4Dc
307
96.0Dc
309
34.4Dc
110

93.4Gc
608
119.6Gc
779
246.0Dc
792
109.1Gc
711
80.0Gc
521
108.0Dc
347
57.8Gc
376
133.3Dc
429
57.8Gc
376
59.2Gc
385
91.2Dc
293
51.9Dc
167
111.3Dc
358

163.5Dc
526
109.1Gc
711
63.7Gc
415
80.0Gc
521
58.0Gc
378
86.4Dc
278
89.9Dc
289
88.6Dc
285

160.3Oe
516

3250

70.8Dc
228

34.0Dc
109

3363
83.7Dc
269
73.4Dc
236
114.9Dc
370
39.2Gc
255
74.5Dc
240

3329
3121
2659
2135
1821
1803
1775

86.3Dc
278
84.3Dc
271
45.6Dc
146

1624
1580
1533
1456
1112

83.2Dc
268
62.IDc
200
78.8Dc
253
34.4Dc
110

1104
49.5Dc
159

1046
918

11.8Gc
76

789
592
579
521

28.3Dc
91
25.5Dc
82

22.7Dc
73

18.0Dc
57

12.0Dc
38

462
397
255
156
115

17.8Dc
57

115

Dc - Open distance
The SAHGA has established a commanding
Gc - Nominated Goal
lead in the teams point score and Birgit
Tu - Uncompleted Triangle
Svens is dominating the womens' section.
Rc - Completed out and Return ·
Send all Entries to: Paul Mollison, 8 Brown Street, Adamstown. N.S.W. 2289
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H.G.F.A. REPORT

(iii)

missed
getting
SKYSAILOR, or,

certain

copies

of

(iv)

have sent in some other query and not
got an answer •••••

By Martyn Yeomans (President)
New Sydney Office:
Our new administrative office in Sydney is now
reasonably well established. Our new secretary
is a charming, mature lady named Irene Bateson.
She works four days per week, about 6 hours per
day. Irene has not been involved with hang gliding before and taking over all our administrative
functions pretty successfully in a short time has
involved a lot of learning and a lot of effort.
She is still learning, so please be patient and polite if you will need to ring or write to her; the
world of hang gliding is something she's still
getting used to!

THEN please ring or write to the H.G.F.A.
office, provide the necessary information as to
membership number, date, money (or whatever)
sent etc. If Irene can't deal with the problem,
she'll refer it to Phil or myself.
New Ratings:
Would all members note that membership cards
are not to be sent in with new rating forms.
Onceyour new rating is processed you will
simply receive a new helmet rating sticker and
a "P.R" sticker for your card.

Processing memberships, ratings, etc.:
One of Irene's major responsibilities is the processing of memberships and ratings; and dealing
with general enquiries. Now, wih help from Phil
Mathewsen (the Federal Secretary), she updates
the computer records. Following the transfer of
all our files etc. to Sydney and the establishment
of a new office with a new computer and a new
secretary, some files and forms have been lost,
misplaced or processed incorrectly. We can only
apologise to members who have been affected.
If you have (I)

sent your membership form and money
in and have not received your card and
stickers, or,

(iI)

sent in a rating form and not received
your card and helmet stickers, or,

Local Clubs:
Would all existing hang gliding clubs please send
a short note to the H.G.F.A. office giving us the
name of the club, general area of coverage and
at least one contact with 'phone number. We
are proposing to establish a computer file with
this information on it, which is useful when
enquiries are received from members, (new ones
in particular), about "where is the nearest clubs?"
Also, funds are available to assist groups of
pilots establish new clubs. Funds could be used
either for general administrative "setting up"
costs or for site improvement.

Martyn Yeomans
President.

Name: ............................... .

FOR SALE

Address: ... . .. ..•........ ......•.....
...•.................. . P/code ......••.

H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS
H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS

@ $1.50

$

badges_@ $2.00

$

Car stickers
I ron-on cloth

Back issues
'Skysailor' @ $1.00
______month

Cut out the orde r form below and return
it with cheque or Money Order to:
H.G.F.A
Suite 50S,Sports House
157-161 Gloucester Street',
SYDN EY.
NSW
2000
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year

mon t h______yea r
______month______year
TOTAL

$

Accident Reports
Da te of
Accident:

3/11/85

Rating:

P.R.3
Upper Beachmont
Queensland.

(Rossins

Lookout)

S.E. 14 - 18 kts., 25 kts. gusts.
Glider:

Mega II

Injuries:

fractured R.H. humerus

Glider
Damage:

Two slightly bent A-frame uprights.

Details:

An attempted top landing in Munsters.
I made my approach threequarters of the way back to the farm
house with about 200 ft. above. I
then started my figure eight manoeuvres to lose height. When coming
along cross wind for the last time,
I noticed the turbulence was quite
rough, so I dropped into the hanging
position to give me more stability.
When starting to turn right for my
final approach, a gust of wind lifted
my right wing and sent me straight
cross wind into a Telephone wire,
breaking it and slowing me right
down, spearing me into the ground nose plate and A-frame hitting at the
same time - also breaking my arm as
I had my arms locked in position,
pushing the A-frame out.

Thirdly, when I was dropping out of
prone to the hanging position, I must
have altered the pitch of the glider;
slowing it down. When the gust of
wind lifted the wing I didn't have
enough air speed to counteract it,
causing an uncontrolled cross wind
stall.
A most importcmt fact to
remember is to keep up air speed,
especially close to the ground.
I hope other pilots may benefit by reading this
report, and will also write to SKYSAILOR to contribute any accident reports or experiences from
which other pilots may benefit.
I would like to thank all who helped me on that
day.
Safe Flying,
Mark Lys.

£llilU

Comments: After an enjoyable two hour flight
across
the
Numinbar Valley
out
creek, and on to the next range and
back to Rossins, I was feeling very
pleased with myself, so I thought a
nice way to finish the flight off
would be with a top landing which I
had done many times before.

Dear Sir,
I would like to submit an accident report on my
own behalf to inform you of what happened.
Site:

Tamborine Mountain, Queensland.

Pilot:

Tim Quick P.R.2 with two and a half
years (60 hours) flying time.

Glider:

Airwave Magic IV.

Events:

Take off was good. I was flying with
no instruments and spent 15 minutes
scratching around before deciding to
head out into the valley in search of
better lift or a bottom landing.
I

My first mistake was over-confidence.
Secondly, all other pilots had landed
at a safer landing area - the park
further inland and down the road. I
should have been aware that maybe
the wind conditions were too dangerous to consider landing at Munsters.

SKYSAILOR
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found a thermal on my near final
approach and stuck with it. It took me
to cloud base, approximately 3,400
A.T.O. I then headed down the ridge
towards Canungra and got more lift
ther~.
The flight continued and after
16 kms. I set up a landing in a nice
There was no sign of any
paddock.
wind at all, and that was my mistake.
I set up a landing on a down hill
approach.
As I prepared my flare,
after slowing the glider, I started to
accelerate with a tailwind which joined
me from nowhere. I was heading for
the end of the paddock and about 8 10 feet beyond a fence a drop of about
8 .ft. to the road below. I decided to
flare hard and let the fence stop me,
so I wouldn't land on the road because
I knew that was a breach of the
A.N.O. It worked! The base bar hit
a fence post and wrapped around it.
As I had all my energy in pushing out
on the uprights they bent outwards.
Then glider and pilot rolled nicely over
the fence and touched down nicely on
the other side.
The wind then died
down again to dead calm conditions!
Damage: Pilot - badly bruised ego.
Glider - broken speed bar
Aerofoil uprights.

and

both

Lesson:

If you land on a hill, always land up
the hill, especially if there is any wind
present. A landing down hill is hard,
but possible. A landing down hill, down
wind is impossible except with the help
of a fence or tree or something solid.
It is better to land up hill, even with
a tailwind, even if the slope of the hill
is nearly nothing, as was this one.

The pilot is grounded for a few weeks but will
be back in action again as soon as he can scrape
together enough money, and convince my wife
that it is a worthwhile expense!
Fly High and Safe,
Sincerely, Tim QUick.

. P.S.
I hope this report will help shed some
light on problems we all face and to show the
importance of having sharp senses and an alert
mind to choose to break your glider instead of
yourself even if it does cost money - better
broke than broken!
Thank you.

3 t a n Roy shows us why h e no lon g e r uses
a n ~~ r o n ~~ rn 8 SS .
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Dear Edi tor,
Some
man's
Some
ation
some

people fly to accomplish
oldest dream, free flight,
people fly for the exhilaror the flow of adrenalin,
fly for "machismo".

Whatever our reasons we should
always remember the restrictions
and dangers involved in our sport.
I have been flying for a little
more than three years now, and
believe it is high time I made a
small contribution to the safety
aspect of flying. To this end I
have sketched up a number of
safety tips.
Hopefully to be
printed, one per month in SKYSAILOR. Maybe they will even
inspire others to write or think
of more. Every little helps!
Safe Flying,
Mark Pike, VHGA 33713

Sir,
I have now been conscripted voluntarily(?)
to
take over our
library.
I'm
continually coming across
young pilots who are thinking
about a new aircraft but find
themselves in the same position
as I have been in - who just cant
make up their minds.
So I
thought as the librarian I could
help out by appealing to all hang
gliding manufacturers to send me
brochures and any extra information about their products.
Also I appeal to the writers of
"Hang Glider" books to send me
information on same.
All the
pamphlets etc. will be placed in
a folder, then any pilot or U/T
pilot can look through said folder
after which they .can ask questions from the various manufacturers' reps.
Please send materials C/- Librarian, S.A.H.G.A.
Regards,
Bill Thorneywork.

Dear Chris,
I would like to convey an idea
that came to me after discovering that sail boarding is very
much easier to learn on the
beach, by sticking the mast foot
in the sand rather than spending
90% of the first day falling into
the water, getting tired, confused
and bruised.
One of the many points in learning hang gliding that worries me
is that the pupil is told to "push
out". This can give the impression that pushing against a heavy
pitch-down pressure is acceptable. Explaining what you mean
in detail is unlikely to help, a
first time learner often can only
cope with one detail at a time,
hopefully
in
rapid
sequence.
Getting the priorities wrong is a
major problem.
A solution is to familiarise the
pupil with bar pressures before
going solo, so that he wont be
so much in the dark about what's
in store for him first time off
the ground.
His mind will be
free to cope with other priorities
and he should understand that if
he is told to push out, he is only
meant to ease off some of the
positive bar pressure.

My suggestion has the disadvantage of no airflow variations to
hear or feel, and more difficult
to organise in hang that prone,
but is easier than two-up dual instruction.
It can be practised
whilst waiting for the wind to
come on.
If you are lucky
enough to strike a proper wind
strength then the pupil can concentrate on the sound and feel
of it.
The idea is the same as for a
harness hang check, except that
the corners of the A-frame are
chocked up above the ground taking care that there is no chance
of slipping or collapsing, a reference mark on the ground or base
bar should coincide with a point
on the pupil's harness or body
while the instructor holds the
glider at the neutral pitch angle.
The pupil can then move around
his pendulum arc feeling the positive, negative and neutral pressures, also how rolf input obscures
the feel of pitch.
I don't doubt that this idea will
meet the same opposition as the
sail board one, people just want
to grab the thing with both
hands, jump into the medium and
do it the hard way. I want to
stress that the idea is to condition people to one important
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aspect of flying beforehand so as
to make the rest of it easier.

Next time your vario fails in between thermals, just look up at
your undersurface; if it is billowing down at you between the batons then it would be fair to say
that you are in the same very
bad sink.

A point I mentioned years ago in
SKYSAILOR,
was
demonstrated
to good effect by Chris Brandon
on an off day at Eungella. If all
learners were to practice his flat
ground take-off and flare task
then perhaps we would no longer
witness those occasional horrific
pitching up take-offs.
It was
Chris who cured me of the problem.

Chicken George
Dear Chris,
As you know, two weeks' ago I
had the misfortune of having to
deploy my 'chute at Stanwell
Park.
I was doing my wlngovers and pushed my glider beyond that fine line that separates
success and failures. The glider
flew inverted for a few seconds
and went negative.
I fell into
the sail and threw my 'chute as
my glider went out of control.

While I am on the soap box I
will mention that sections 1 and
2 of Flight Sequence, page 22 of
our manual, is way out of date
and can introduce problems.
1. We seem to be free of the
"forget to clip in" syndrome.
But for how long? Now with
pods, pilots are not taking the
extra trouble to climb in and
out of the harness, but are
. wearing it and going back to
clipping on and off.
Unless
a foolproof system is used,
then it's only a matter of
time before you know what!
2. Push out on the bar to get
airborne"?
The Ghostwriter.
Dear Chris,
In answer to Peter Korneef's letter, he has made a good comment
on the on-going search for the
thermal, however I felt the need
to question the technical aspect
of suck-blow theory, so I asked
John "Horse" Heymans who is an
expert mouth organist and I got
a
blow
by
suck
description
straight from the horse's mouth.
He said that he Increases pressure inside his mouth to blow air
through the front of the organ,
that's called blowing, he reduces
pressure inside his mouth to get
air blowing through the back of
the organ into his mouth, that's
called
sucking,
simple?
No!
What about a hollow ball with a
small hole in it. You squeeze it
and air rushes out. Is the outside air sucking it out or the inside air blowing out?
and it's
called leaking.
So Peter - is
the sea breeze sucking, blowing
or leaking?

st· .nweI1 Tors .
remember my answer
P. R.l theory question 2•

to

the

With a wing in motion air pressure above the wing is reduced so
that it presses down on the top
surface with much less effort
than normal and air pressure below the wing is increased so that
it presses up on the undersurface
with slightly more effort than
normal - this inbalance creates
a resultant lifting force.
The S.O. said I had studied the
subject but failed to understand
the all Important suction, which
accounts for 75% of the lift.
He drew a sketch of an air molecule as seen by a powerful electron microscope - it looks like a
basket ball with a whole lot of
party whistles sticking out all
over it. You know the ones that
are coiled up, and a feather
stuck on the end when you
blow them they stretch out and
tickle your partner's nose. Well
when they are under pressure
they are all stretched out and
pushing each other and anything
else that gets in their way, and
when they lose pressure they try
to coil back but get entangled
with each other and also with
the microscopic fibres of dacron
upper surface materials. Now if
you can imagine millions of these
over and above the wing applying their tiny elastic energy,
then you can see that modern
technology can prove the existance of SUCTION.

My 'chute opened and I hit the
hill about 200 feet below takeoff.
My glider sustained little
damage whilst I received a compression fracture of one of my
vertebra
and
strained
back
muscles.
I would like to thank Scott Berry,
Chris Boyce, yourself and all the
other people who came so quickly to my assistance, carried my
kite back up to take-off and
packed it up for me. Thanks for
your help.
It will take a couple of months
before my back Is properly healed so I won't be flying for a
while.
This
accident
hasn't
deterred me, but it has made me
more aware of my limitations,
and the consequences of my
actions.
Yours sincerely,
Bill Stewart.
Dear Editor,
I feel obliged to put fingers to
keyboard and comment on some
of the remarks in letters to you
in the February issue.
On the subject of practical experience being a requirement· for licence renewal, Gill Griffith states
that "a mandatory number of
logged hours per year is not required for ••• (his) private aeroplane
licence", which on the face of it
would seem to be confirmed by
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Personalised Service
Direct to YOU by:

...

RICK, RUSSELL
&
SHANE DUNCAN

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CLEARMCE SALE.
Hong Gliders and Trikes.
170 Mega 11 Orange & Yellow.
Meteor 170 Lime Green & White.
Meteor 190 Blue & Yellow,
Gyro 170 Green & Rainbow.
GTR 175 Trike wing.
250cc Robin & 180 R missile single place trike
with introductory lesson.

$ 550.00.
$ 350.00.
$ 500.00.
$ 1100.00.
$ 1000.00.
$ 2600.00.

Hong Gliding Equipment.
Cocoon Harness - Red.
$
Bock Pock Harness - Red & Silver.
$
Bock Pock Harness with Chute - Block & Red.
$
Pod Harness with Chute - Silver.
$
Two-way French Connection.
$
Litek Vario.
$
Litek Vario with Thommen Altimeter.
$
New Boll M20 Wrist Varios.
$
Boll 651 Vario.
$
WE ARE OVERSTOCKED AND MUST SELL QUICKLY.
ALL PURCHASES ARE FULLY REFUNDABLE IF RETURNED WITHIN 7 DAYS .

''''(I' ~l •
I (' ,'.:i Ofl ,'; • 11111 """If.' 01 .'1 /''''' .' ,'; • "il( :1,/( ,." •
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f -S lii,rs
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(AI/ Iypc s ) •

Vilrio s •
•

125.00.
190.00.
420.00.
560.00.
100.00.
240.00.
300.00.
300.00.
630.00.

II , HII(, SS f.' ;';

l/ellllf'''/S

• COMPLL

n
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AIR BORNE WINDSPORTS Pty. Ltd.

MIIIN f[NIINCL liN!) nU' II1I1

.'~ UIVIC['

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
280 Charlestown Road, Charlestown. 2290
Ph.: (049) 43-9599

P.
Baboucek's
comme nt
that
"D.O.A. has no minimum flying
time
requirement
for
pilots
intending to renew their Private
Pilot Licences".
Unfortunately for readers who
may think that writing something
twice makes it doubly true, both
these contributors are under a
misapprehension.
When I was flying powered craft
some
thirty
years
ago,
the
requirement for renewal of a
private licence was three hours
solo in the previous three months
and five hours for a commercial.
Logged experience was not "easy
to fake" unless one owned one's
own aeroplance, (in which case
it was highly unlikely to be necs t e ve Cohen - ~ione c r designer
essary), but the fact that it was
theoretically possible to do so
test flies a re vol u ti ona ry, high
was no doubt at least partly
aspe ct desi e n - the SK II c .1 975 .
responsible for the development
of current requirements which inBut if the
clude the following (summarised): worth it, for you.
"accuracy"
of
forecasting
up
Renewal of Unrestricted PPL - there is anything like it is down
A.N.O. 40.1 here, it's that - not any limitation connected with your young
1. A
bi-annual
flight
review age, that could ultimately extingmust be completed every two uish your enthusiasm.
A.s for
years and involves approxi- "Why not more?" (women fly),
mately one and a half hours it's because so many of them are
check
by
an
authorised too busy thinking about being
instructor covering all sub- women
instead
of
just
all
jects. This is followed by an "people" together and getting on
air work check and may take with it. Meow.
about the same time.
Yours etc.,
2. Department requirements for Joan H. (enthusiastic groundling
currency in air work to infemale).
clude at least three take-offs
and landings.
Dear Ed.,
Those
HG
regulation- makers
advocating what some may regard as
an excessive logged
experience requirement, and who
are fortunate enough to live in
more
northerly climes,
might
take note of Bill Thorneywork's
comments on the "reliability" of
weather
forecasting
in
South
Australia.
And he only goes
twenty miles.
Metropolitan Victorians face a two-hour drive for
nothing - or else decide not to
go and •••• yes, you've guessed it
- an ideal afternoon.
O.K. Mike McShane, so your
dri ve to get to Rainbow or Yeppoon is 3 to 6 hours. It's up to
you to work out whether it is
SKYSAILOR
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I've enjoyed four years of safe
hang gliding on coastal sites but
I'm soon moving to Mansfield in
Central Victoria.
As I wish to continue with the
sport, I need to find out if there
are any local pilots living near
this area as they can introduce
me to the new sites and be my
flying companions.
I would appreciate it greatly if
any such pilots could forward me
their name, address and 'phone
number (to address as follows).
Thanking you, Michael Duffield.
19 Valda Crescent,
Ocean Grove. 3226.

HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
l....-_

_

--l
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COMPETITION REPORT
By Jerry Furnell
On the weekend of the 22nd. and
23rd. of February, 16 pilots turned up for the first competition
to be held at Killarney.
The
town is two and a half hours
drive south-west of Brisbane and
numerous sites are available within close proximity.

<Ter r y Fur ne l l c ha sin g c a rs a gat n .
Saturday the 22nd. coincided with
the 75th. Anniversary Show Day
in Killarney and pilots were set
the task of flying to the show
grounds, and given enough height,
were asked to do some aerobatics.

The townspeople provided us with
several meat trays (later raffled
at the next Nobby Meeting) and
a couple of cartons of grog.
That night all pilots were provided with free steak-burgers and
beer, and later some went off to
the local resort at Cheribah.

Conditions looked good with a
light Easterly blowing.
I was
first to launch and quickly gained
5,000 ft. This seemed to be the During the evening half inch of
order of the day with several pil- rain fell in a violent thunderots
achieving
some
excellent storm, so we had to wait till
height gains and several deciding lunch time the following day bethat conditions were too good to fore we could get the 4 W.D. 's
The breeze was
simply fly to Killarney.
Geoff up the hill.
puffing
up
all
over
the place, so
Tulloch flew 30-40 kms. down
the range. Vern Middleton flew most of us took off from the
all over the countryside and then westerly face, but apart from a
top landed at launch. Henk van couple of pilots, it was sled rides
The last pilots to
Raalte was the first to the show- all round.
grounds with some superb scratch- launch simply turned their gliders
ing. Steve (Mark) Lys flew his around and flew off the other
E.F.5 in, then went up with Dave side.
Stevens in Barry Edward's trike
and performed an excellent sky- Before heading back to Brisbane,
dive to parachute into the middle a group of us took a plunge into
of the showgrounds.
My own the head of the Condamine River
aerobatics left a little to be des- (minus gliders) and quickly demolired, when at the top of a loop ished a carton of stubbies (funny
I fell into the sail. My GTR 162 how a sled-ride can put you in
quickly righted itself and I found the mood for a beer!). I'm sure
myself doing aerobatics (wild gyr- all the pilots who attended had
ations actually) until I reached a really good time and will be
500 ft. when I decided to set up back to do it again next year.
my landing approach. A thermal
thought di fferent and I ended I hope to run a proper competitback up at 3,000 ft. again. A.w ion here at Killarney over one
week, prior to the Eungella compo
Shucks!
This will be very convenient for

those going to Eungella from
N.S.W. as Killarney is only 30
kms. from Warwick on the way
through.
I'd like to give special thanks to
the townspeople of Killarney for
the enthusiastic way in which they
welcome and support all hang
glider pilots. Anyone wishing to
fly at Killarney should contact
me first on (07) 399 6108 or
speak to the Killarney caravan
park for directions and permission
to fly, as they own the launch
areas, so see you there.
Jerry.

Nobby
Notal
The KILLARNEY weekend went
ahead as planned on the 22nd.
and 23rd. February and it was
very successful in more ways
than one.
The fly-in coincided with the
town's annual Co-op Show and
many of the locals in the area
saw the weekend's flying and it
was received well.
SKYSAILOR
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The Saturday had the best conditions of the weekend and on this
day we were scheduled to fl y
the 5 kms. from T.O. to the
town and land near the s~ow
grounds; and for those accur ate
with their landings there was the
chance of winning a couple of
meat trays.
The Eastern T.O. was used this
day and the condi~ions were outstanding,
particularly
in
the
middle of the day when some
quite incredible height gains (for
S.E. Qld.) were being accomplished.
I and some other late arrivals
didn't launch until mid-afternoon
and although we didn't experience the good height of the
flights earlier in the day; we
were able to make it to the
showgrounds.
Geoff Tulloch decided to go for
it and with his younger brother
driving the chase car after him,
flew over the back and landed
near Cunningham's Gap.
That
night all the pilots were treated
well by the show organisers who
gave us all we could eat and
drink, and the townspeople seemed to have really enjoyed the flyover of all the hang gliders when
we arrived at the showgrounds
that afternoon.
.After seeing the potential of the
site that day all the pilots were
keen to go ~r it for Sunday. But
that Saturday night it rained and
rained with severe thunderstorms
in the area.
Sunday morning dawned with a
clear blue sky but the rain had
done its damage and although
everyone flew, the flights were
short and the height gains were
minimal.
I think this site will be the starting point for some very long XC flights in the future. And I'm
sure many of the pilots who
came out for the weekend will
agree with me. We had our first
meeting at the ne w venue th is
month and there was a good roll
up for it with som e more me mhe rs re ne wing for '86.
An;)ther
rC:T1 inder
tha t
the
\J. \.S. S.!\
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meetings are now held at 73 it and most people enjoyed the
Main Street, 8eenleigh on the day.
last Monday of each month. The The club will be running one
next meeting is on the 28th. of competion every month from now
on and hopefully we will be able
April.
to hold them at a number of
The club had its first competit- sites.
ion for '86 on the 9th. March at
Tamborine Mountain.
Oh yes, I guess you would like
to know the results of the day.
It was scheduled to be held at
the Nobby, but a last minute They are as follows:change in wind direction caused
the change in venue.
Time
There were 14 pilots who entered
the competition, all were in the
X-C class.
We had a Hang 2
task but because of poor support
it was cancelled.
Not so the cross country task eveyone was keen and ready to
go for it. The task was set, It
was a 20 kilometre race to
Rosin's Lookout, the finish line
being the top landing area. At
midday conditions looked good
and the first competitor launched
with the majority launching within the next 10 minutes.
Most
had no trouble getting up and we
were on our way.
Your correspondent was at a
slight disadvantage as I am waiting for my new "GTR" to arrive
for the Widgee Com!)., and was
using my Two-up Glider, my Meteor 190.
With my light wing
loading I was outclimbing everyfling except G.T.~.'s.
But my
inte rther mal glide r had a bit to
be desired, (that's my excuse anywa y).
Anyway half of tht~ fi e ld e it he r
made t he task or la nded .::lose to

1st.

Trevor Purcell,
GTR 175
1 hr. 15 min.

2nd.

Mark Berry,
Foil 155

1 hr. 50 min.

3rd.

Bernie Gonsalves,
GTR 148
1.5 kms. short

3rd.

Vern Middleton,
1.5 kms. short
Foil 166

4th.

Marc Hanssens,
2.5 kms. short
GTR 162

4th.

Tim Quick,
Magic 166

2.5 kms. short

4th.

Scott Tucker,
Meteor 190 2.5 kms. short

5th.

Dick Lys,
Magic 166

15 kms. short

The other competitors either landed at the bottom or top landed.
That's the news for this month.
See you up there,
Biggles.

From coastal soaring to thermalling How I did it .
By Roger Small

R.idge soaring here is,
find,
much different to Rainbow, the
ride being a lot bumpier, the
ridge much shorter and the turns
needing to be quiLe tight to
avoid being blown over the back.
I continuously battle to keep the
glider on the desired heading and
my arms start to tire. Ten minutes later with the take-off point
500' below, a wedge tailed eagle
forms up on my wing tip, just like
in the books, and I notice the
grass seeds passing by.

Standing on the top of Widgee
Mountain, I remember the time
18 months' ago that I decided to
take up hang gliding.
One day
I would join those pilots soaring
thousands of feet above the
ground, as free as the eagles
they thermalled with, covering
many kilometres before landing.
had quickly progressed from
dune glides to ridge soaring at
beautiful
Rainbow Beach,
but
this was still a long way from
ultimate
dream
cross
my
country flying.
My next step
was to try inland flying with tow
launches and it was on my fourth
attempt at towing, that for 15
minutes I was able to maintain
height before landing.
I knew
that
the
new
dimension
of
independant
flight
was within
reach.
Having watched and envied pilots
competing in the Sth. Q'ld. titles
at Widgee Mountain, I'd often
wished to make my first attempt
at cross country flying from
there,
but
the
"no
second
chances" take-off followed by a
little bomb-out paddock full of
tree stumps and fences made this
one time R.A.A.F. Fill Navigator
more than a little apprehensive.
Widgee is the much used launch
point of , my very experienced
hang gliding friend, Ted McCord,
who incidentally is the first person ever to take off from there,
and we had talked often of my
taking the big step from there
with his assistance.

Then it happened - a 'phone call
at 7.00 a.m. from Ted - "It's on
at Widgee, let's go".
My eyes
said yes, but my stomach said
no! Ego winning out, I found myself steering my Suburu up the
steep road to the take-off point.
We unstrapped, and set up our
gliders, my Meteor 170 first, followed by Ted's G.T.R.

The joy of watching the eagle is
quickly dashed as I feel a bump
and my glider is bhrown to the
right through 120
before my
maximum correction can overcome the turn.
Regaining control I think that
these "lucky inland fliers really
have to pay for their lift with
uncomfortable
turbulence.
As
the wind is square on to the
ridge I assume that the turbulence is caused by thermals, so
therefore when I'm turned one
way I immediately start turning
back the other. It works, and I ·
quickly rise to well above ridge
lift height, the air becoming
smoother as my height increases.

Now here I am and the wind is
"on".
With nothing else to do
but "do it", I check the rigging,
strap in, do a hang check, turn
on my only instrument - a radio,
and move to take-off point. The
15-20 km. gusty S.E. wind is I just start to relax and enjoy
straight up the face and even the view when suddenly, a big
with Ted holding the nose wires bump, the glider turns sharply to
I find it impossible to hold my the left and simultaneously the
nose drops away dramatically.
wings level.
With a complete nose down attiWhy does a person spend so tude my speed increases rapidly
much ' money and go to so much (as does my heartbeat), I gently
trouble to scare himself so much? bar out to avoid an over-reaction
from the glider and quickly make
Ted patiently holds the nose a smooth recovery.
wires while we wait for a calm
in the wind and after 15 mins. I notice Ted is now airborne and
of
continuous
butterflies
the climbing steadily so I decide to
moment I was dreading arrived head S.E. to the main ridge to
- a period of calm. It then all wait for him, and hopefully leave
happened so quickly, three quick the turbulence behind.
Gaining
steps, left wing low, airborne in height all the way, I reach the
hang, turbulence preventing me ridge and happily snag a good
from getting into prone, glider thermal.
But here come the
steady, into prone, slight sense clouds, I'm climbing right into
of disorientation quickly correct- them!
ed by looking at the horizon,
turn left to chase the ridge lift, Having enough trouble keeping
slowly start to relax.
the glider stable with a visible
SKYSAILOR
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reference, I dread the thought of
what it would be like with none,
so I fly towards the nearest cloud
break. As I reach it my height
thankfully stabilizes at cloudbase.
Looking for Ted, I'm amazed to
see him scratching along the
ridge far below while I'm trying
to lose height!
I hear him mumble something over the radio
about "having more respect for
their elders".
Gradually he too
finds lift and in no time has joined me. The air is now smooth
and the flying magnificent.
A
half hour later we decide to
head for our pre-determined destination - Webbs farm - about 5
kms. away.
We fly below a
cloud street maintaining height
all the way.
Ted snags a big
thermal and can't resist the ride
but as my apron harness Is cutting
into
my shoulders quite
uncomfortably, I long to get my
feet on the ground.

me on finals with plenty of
height to overfly two trees prior
to touchdown.
With 200' to go, the ground (and
trees), start approaching very rapidly and, committed to land, I
drop into hang and realize I wont
clear the trees. Fighting the turbulence they create, I fly between them and flare, bringing
the glider to a gentle stop in the
10 kt. headwind. Minutes later
Ted drops in beside me, not 30'
away for a perfect landing, his
big grin only matched by mine.
We had flown just under three
hours in conditions Ted described
as the roughest he'd experienced
at Widgee, and reached 3,900'.
Quite a flight
for my first
attempt at thermalling and one
that I'll remember always.
I
now have a lot more respect for
those "lucky" cross country fliers.

I'd learned a lot from this one
Now to organise a safe landing, flight and if you are at a similar
plenty of height, no power lines, stage in your flying achievefences clear, wind direction not ments, you may like to consider
obvious, but assume still S.E., I the following points:%
commence figure eights upwind
* be prepared to wait for the
of the landing area
to lose
right moment to take off,
0
height.
A lazy 360 turn puts
ensuring the wings are level
and the wind steady,

*

*
*

*
*

keep
after
mum
glider
cliff.

speed up Immediately
take-off to give maxicontrollability of the
while still close to the

don't fight , the turbulence,
conserve your energy and allow the glider to do most of
the stabilizing,
if turbulence puts you in a
severe
attitude
(assuming
sufficient height), don't panic
- ensure airspeed is high and
make corrections gently,
avoid cloud at all costs,
especially in turbulence with
no instrumentation or parachute,
allow for a much steeper
descent
profile
on
final
approach to land than you
think
In a
quite
wind
beach

is required, especially
strong headwind - Its
a bit different to crossapproaches
on
the
in a gentle sea breeze.

Should you more experienced pilots have any words of wisdom
for us learners, we would be
most interested to read them.

,-\
~
/

/
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By S. McCracken
easily

Three short stabbing steps is all
that it takes to fly.
lifts
The encapsulating harnesS

as the ground falls away.

The hill to your side seems slowly to descend as the S11100th rising air lifts you to the point
where it is going up as fast as
the glider is falling through it.
There are other kites in the air
now; multi-coloured and brilliant
against
the
drab,
sunburnt
country below.
Coming up to
meet you they twitch as their
pilots, slung below, trim and retrim to attain maximum height.
WHOP.
An exhilarating feeling of heavOne,
iness.
Count to three.

two, three, pull in a little, move
to the side and extend your arms
to co-ordinate the turn. No, the
core is to the left a bit.
Manoeuvre the glider around the
thermal.
Around and around.
The other pilots take notice and
fly like arrows towards you so
that they too might take advantage of the rising air. It's getting crowded now, with eagles
above,
outclimbing
everybody,
and first time cross country pilots scratching around below like
moths trying to find the source
of a light.
The ground below
loses all relief when you are
eight thousand feet above it.
The roads like thin ribbons are
your life lines and looking towards the horizon, you are level
with the grey billowing bottoms

of the clouds that form at the
tops of thermals.
As you fall
out of the thermal that was going up at a rate of 600 feet per
minute, the nose pitches down into the generally sinking air and
you search, always aware of losing more and more height, for
the next stairway up.
Perhaps over this small hamlet
or that ploughed field. But it is
late in the day and heading for
the nearest road - you land near
to your recovery crew.
You
drink the beer proffered to you
that you might slake your thirst.
As the last drop falls from the
tilted can, you see a rival pass
overhead. But then cross-country
flying is like that.

Things to do when you get bored
with X - County
By Andy Mower

Flying Mt. Buangor a couple of
weeks' ago I made the kind of
mistake that makes you wonder
how you ever got past your Hang
1
Rating.
If
I
wrote
to
SKYSAILOR every time I flew
like a turkey there would be no
room left for those excellent religious articles and amazing cat
comics which we all really get
into here in S.A.
But on this
occasion I was prompted to write
by the number of people who
seem to be making the same mistake and getting away with it!

behind
above,
before
slipping
take-off. On this occasion I was
doing much the same thing, trying to work a bubble which seemed a little stronger than the
rest, without slipping too far behind. At 1300' above, I decided
I could afford one more .360 to
see if this one was going anywhere.
It didn't, and I found
myself back in smooth laminar
air 1300' above take-off and
about 100 m. behind.

For those who don't know; Mt.
Buangor take-off is on the southwest corner of the Mt. Cole forest reserve plateau and is flyable in a S.-S.E. wind. Take-off
looks to be about 1700' A.G.L.
and consists of a ramp on the
edge of a small clearing cut in
the forested hill side.

Without the vertical component
in front of the ridge and in the
bubble I was riding only moments ago, I found I was unable to
penetrate forward to the ridge.
I lost a bundred feet trying to
dive forward onto the ridge, and
another hundred trying to work
out if I could make it off the
end of the ridge side wind.
I
obviously couldn't,
and as I

Conditions
were
moderately
strong on the day and thermal
activity was weakening late in
the afternoon.
had tried to
ride a couple of bubbles over the
back but had chickened out as
tIle dri ft was preventing me from
g~ ttjllg mor~ thall a thousand feet

pondered for a moment on what
it was going to feel like landing
in 100 foot trees, something I
hadn't expected, happened.
At
1100' above and within spitting
distance of the front, I entered
the rotor. With the sink alarm
screaming, I turned immediately
down wind to make some time.
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My first pitch over followed,
mild - no footprints on the sail
yet.
I saw a couple of small
clearings that looked like suicide,
surrounded by tall trees and full
of cut off stumps.
10 km. of
tree
covered
plateau
loomed
ahead and 500 feet to play with.
I saw a narrow reservoir with a
small area of cleared bank at
the upwind end. The wind on the
water looked strong and gusty
with some downward component,
but at least the direction seemed
consistent,
so
I
planned
to
approach over the water aiming
for the cleared area upwind. If
turbulence or windspeed proved
too great I would try to slip
sideways onto one of the banks.
I mentally rehearsed for a water
landing just in case, but at that
moment my vario stopped screaming sink and chirped feebly a
couple of times. I slowed down
and pitched over mildly again,
but on recovery I climbed a
little and then seemed to be
maintaining. I was now a couple
of hundred feet below take-off
and drifting over the reservoir
with a few hundred feet up my
sleeve.
To the north-west the
wall of the reservoir marked the
ravine which falls steeply down

the western side of the plateau
towards Warrak, and the open
paddocks of the bomb-out zone.
I went for It, pull~ng on speed as
I flew out of the lift and over
the dam wall.
I was losing
height fast again, and the Buangor ridge was beginning to tower
above me direcly upwind. I ran
a finger around the velcro closure of my parachute and tried to
remember when it was last repacked. A severe pitchover followed by a steep climb, and then
a radical dive out to one side,
had both hands firmly on the Aframe again, and the sweat beading on my forehead.
I cleared
the last treetops with less than
a hundred feet to spare, and

WHERE TO

drifted downwind across the paddocks maintaining in ridiculously
bouyant air until a passing gum
tree reminded me to turn and
land.
The moral of this story is
simple;
give up hang gliding.
It's a nasty sport and can only
get you Into trouble. But if like
me, you're bent on self destructIon through this sport of madmen
then there are a few things to
be remembered, and many to be
learned.
Firstly, take time to think about
the conditions and the site before you fly, keep thinking while
you're flying, and debrief yourself after you have flown. Seek

WHEN?

Thanks, Mark Dennis (Jan. 86 issue) for a most inspiring article,
and here is a sequel.

(A Crystal Ball)
By Graham Symonds

"While ever we
fly tail-less
wings, as our hang-gliders are,
we will never be free of pitchover
problems".
(i.e.
Tuck).
Clearly
the
critical
moment
arrives
after
the
pitch-over
(tuck), because
it is sudden,
violent recovery that does the
damage.
The
downward-pushed
craft inevitably encounters strong
updraft, and the drag impact is

In 1979, a pilot crashed fatally
attempting to soar on his own
totally unique homebuilt slidingnoseplate bowsprit craft of 1700
approx. nose angle (plus a tail)
which he called BROLGA. However, this has subsequently been
mistaken for a TWEETIE and it
now
must
be
said
that
TWEETIE's list of faults/design
disadvantages has never Included
any ability to tuck:- if anything,
the standard TWEETIE was overly
pitch-stable.
(Ask Kevin Cowie
who shortened his TWEETIE keel
somewhat, to correct!improve the
pitch response).
The TWEETIE, in its heyday,
pushed hang glider design ahead:now a man could fly further
from the ridge/hill in height or
in distance than previously; with
much less wlngsall area.
Soon,
a much tighter fitting sail became the norm, but with the
greater responsiveness, manoeuvrability, and STATIC BALANCE
advantage
of
the
Unitary
(Rogallo-based) short-keel configuration, which we see today; incorporating other ideas like antiluff lines, keel-pocket, enclosed
floating crossbar, in double aerofoil design sail.
Add to the

the opinions of others if in
doubt, bearing in mind that everyone will interpret sites, conditions and flying a little differently. Remember that big sites can
have amazingly big rotors given
the right conditions, and that
strong winds generate these conRemember also, that
ditions.
when you lose the vertical component in the air in which you are
flying, you will also lose penetration to some extent.
The
field I landed in was bisected by
a powerline which I did not recognise until it was pointed out
to me afterwards.
Enough said
here.
Finally, competition flying
can affect your judgement of flying conditions, so if you're hyped
up, be aware of it, and make
allowances accordingly.

Danny Scott in tr a ining
f o r th e St a nwell Park
Freestyle Tre e- Landing
Ch a mpionshi -r- s .

far greater at the craft than at
the pilot, who (presumably) is
still holding the control bar.
Instantly,
the
speeding
craft
decelerates at a much greater
rate than the pilot, whose drag
is much less.
Relatively, his
weight pushes or swings forward
- this moment force on the bar
causes
the
craft's angle
of
attack to increase relative to the
airflow (updraft),
to such an
extent that structural failure is
very likely.

Canard
design,
similarly,
may
lead to a structural failure, as
the front tall will encounter any
reCipe a speedbar and in-flight updraft/turbulence first, and the
adjustment of the sail (frame) main wing may arrive at the uptension and you Virtually have draft with an escessive angle of
attack for its particular airspeed.
the State of the Art 1986.
The result is disaster.
We can further - perhaps. Bill
Moyes is quoted in December In other words,
inland flying
1985 issue (Page 41) :should be done in a craft where:SKYSAILOR
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a) The pilot is hanging fairly
near to the wing, so that any
suddent deceleration by the
craft will not cause any
moment-pitch
appreciable
reaction.
b) Stability is maintained during
such sudden decerlation; OR
is regained (in the case of a
fast
dive/inversion)
GRADUALLY.
These characteristics are achievable by having a tail on the
craft, of an area directly proportional to the wing area; and at an
effective distance from the main
wings. This will then sufficiently
follow and control the main
wings to OPTIMIZE safe angles
of attack in all situations abovementioned. It will also virtually
prevent Inversion of the craft.
(Proper REFLEX angle).

The tail could also be mechanically linked to the pitch control
movements of the pilot at or
near the hang point. Such tail
could incorporate a directional
stabilizer, or even a rudder
effect could be gained via some
means, such as an extended keelpocket operated by the mainsail
trailing edge shifting sideways this arrangement could also be
assisted by mechanical linkage
from at or near the hang point.

Not particularly that some · wing
tip WASHOUT would always be
produced by load forces on the
mainsail, as the trailing edges
would be unsupported except by
sail/batten tension in a vector
line between each leading-edge
the
central
wlngspar-tip
and
trailing edge (held by a moveable
anchorage) below the keel. Such
WASHOUT ensures good stall
characteristics, including a tendBUT:- If we DO provide a tail, ency to "mush" and dip for'ward
at least three things happen:gently rather than any sudden
drop of one wing or the nose,
1. STATIC balance (for ground dramatically.
handling) is LOST. ·
This same washout has another
2. Sweep-back of wings become advantage :- LOAD SHEDDING,
Pointless/inefficient.
as excess wing Ioa di ng (i n t ur b u Ience) is shed by increasing wash3. Pitch STABILITY may become out, especially at the wingtips;
EXCESSIVE (pitch control un- which returns to normal when
responsive for landing flare- the load normalizes.
Not only
out).
are "bumps" damped, but protectThe answer, my friends, Is blow- Ion is given against structural
comparable to bird's
ing In the wlnd.... OR IS IT?? failure
flexing
in
upgusts/
Let's look at some suggested sol- felithers
turbulence, - and this should not
ut\ons:- (respectively),
be overlooked as a design feat1. Swept forward wings (like the ure. It would allow valid Certifpro vent Blanik sailplane) to ication of a lighter frame, with
throw SQme frame weight for- no crossbar. It is also · compatible with good flare-out (for landward,
ing).
2. Ditto: - stability in the air is
assisted, which is why certain Indeed, washout (semi-billow) birds do it.
SHIFT as allowed by a moveable
trailing edge anchorage, Is the
3. Allow tail to freewheel (damp- key to ROLL RESPONSE of the
ed movement within definite proposed craft and this could be
mechanical LIMITS) or to flex assisted by mechanical means as
(limited) further upwards, to suggested by Mark Dennis (pg.
allow flare-out on landing, yet 12, Jan, '86 issue). Perhaps the
pitchy device could also assist.
prevent tuck.

SKYSAILOR
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One method may be a Torsion
bar at or near the hang point,
linking the pilot's ,sidways' movements to the trailing edge of the
mainwlng. (See Fig. 1).

There are many unexplored possibilities, and the flight characteristies of the time-honoured monoplane design make It an ideal
vehicle for the above (and other)
ideas to be implemented. If a
Super Responsive "live" winged
monoplane with small A-frame
and good structural G-force ratings plus load-shedding ability
and "feathery" stall characterlstIcs were to be produced, it
would be certifiable, certified
WINNER. The basic, design stability virtually ENSURES that an
aircraft will remain within its
safe structural limits, by stable,
desirable attitude changes, even
in the "rough stuff", (when the
flips are down).
Gentleman, we have the techno 1ogy.... welcome to fantasy flyland. .... thank you for visiting.
Graham Symonds.

The Club Smile Hi gh None-u p
Tea m prac t isin g their a rt.

nsw
FOIL 165 (P . R.4)

SKYTREK PROBE (P.R.3)
condition, very easy glider to
Blue and white.
Fitted with
factory V.B. Excellent buy at $800.00

Good
fly.

Phone:

(02) 398 8737 (home)
(02) 269 2941 (work)

Tempercote white
leading edge,
all
white mainsail.
Red undersurface with
rainbow split panel.
Dealer turning
over personal glider.
Excellent condi tion
three months' old.
Replacement cost $2,440 with extras.
$2,000
HELMET
White medium size - hardly used. $30.00
Black extra long hand fairings.

AIRWAVE MAGIC II 177 (P.R.4)
Excellent condition, never bent, very
low airtime.
Mylar sandwich mainsail,
plus VB. speedbar, aerofoils and two
spare uprights.

Realistic 5 watt hand held with hand
microphone and external car aerial to
unit. Mint condition $140.00
Realistic
watt hand
teaching mint condition.

Any reasonable offer considered for
this outstanding glider. Must sell.

Phone:

ALSO FOR SALE

AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER

- MAGIC IV 166 (P.R.4)

Only three months' old.
Phone:

Rod - (066) 55 1979

$5.00

held

unit
$60.00

Bryan Hayhow (042) 94 2488

with
20
ft.
increments,
glider attachment.
$100.00

including

c.on+. _
SKYSAILOR
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ALSO, HUMMINGBIRD VARIO VE-10
with glider attachment.
$150.00
OR, $200 - the lot.
Phone: Wayne (044) 48 7511

TRADED GLIDERS SALE!!!!
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)
Excellent condition, V.B. Speed bar,
low
hours.
Whi te
tempercote
L. E. /
orange and yellow sail.
Spare Down
Tubes.
Free french connection available but not necessary as handling is
-very mellow.
Below traded price - $1200 O.N.O.
TRIKE:
MOYES METEOR 190 (P.R.3)
Ross
Duncan's
(Atherton Eagle)
ex.
glider.
Good performer for h~avier
pilot. Trimmed for mellow stable handling. (Blue and white).
$500.00 O.N.O.
MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)

Fitted to Moyes Missile.
Sleeving kit
and
Universal
Pivot.
Trike
total
weight 70 lbs. J.P.X 425 cc. 25 H.P.
Motor.
Flies well with or without
trike. Includes regd. trailer $2,500.00
Phone: Frank (067) 32 2733 (work)
(067) 32 3306 (home)

to
intermediate
Good
beginner '. s
glider.
Trimmed and safety checked.
Spare Down Tubes. Red and White.
Below cost - $500.00 O.N.O.
SABRE 177 (P.R.4)
Excellent performer and handling. Pink
leading edge, white sail, V.B. speed
bar, Trimmed and safety checked.
$1,200.00 O.N .0.

HARNESS:
Parachutes Australia - suit medium size
pilot 5'8" - 6'2" - Excellent condition
$100.00
PARACHUTE:
Moyes - never used - excellent condition.
$250.00

SABRE 155 (P.R.4)
C.B. RADIO:
AS new glider, yellow and white sail,
-V.B . - beautiful -- handler and performer~
$1,600.00 O.N .0.
INTERMEDIATE GLIDERS
Wide range continually being traded
from $1,000 to $1,400.
All stripped,
rebuilt and trimmed before sale.

5 watt Dick Smith hand held - clips onto down tube contained in the unit. Includes aerial cable clips for mounting
to top of king post. Excellent condition.
$100.00
Phone: Frank (067) 32 2733 (work)
(067) 32 3306 (home)

ACCESSORIES:
Also cheap Pitch connections $25.00
and
one
double
French
Connection
(Moyes) $120.00
SPARES:
7 m. upright lengths

$55.00

Phone: Kel Smith (049) 26 2896
SKYSAILOR
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MARS 1 70 ( P • R. 1 )
(Mylar),
Red,
leading
edge,
Black
Excellent condwhite and blue sail.
ition. 12 months' old - one owner.
$1,150.00
Phone:

Teena (042) 28 8888 (work)
(042) 96 3114 (home)

wa'
BANDIT 180 (P.R.1)

MARS 1 70 ( P • R. 1 )

Gree, red and yellow sail.
Fair condition,
Flies well and is easy to
handle.
Idea'l for the learner to increase air time and have fun tool
Flies better and is cheaper than any
Mars, Gyro or Altair.
Apron harness
thrown in.

wi th gear.
Dark blue/light lJlue/white
- very low airtime and protective sail
coa ting.
Never had a hard landi"ng,
everything as new (It almost is!).
Pilot simply doesn't have enough time
to fly $1,350.00

It's time I moved up to a D/S.
$650.00 O.N.O

Also
P.A.chute 2 months'
never taken up!
$290.00

Phone: Mark (03) 647 4567 (bus.)
(03) 398 4353 (home»

Phone: (09) 361 7467

old

and

MAGIC III (P.R.4)
White
surfcote
leading edge, white
heavy sandwich mainsail, rainbow undersurface.
Faired uprights and king
post.
Speedbar.
One spare upright.
V.G. Excellent trim and conditions.
$1,750.00 O.N.O.
Will freight interstate
Phone: Ian O'Niel (03) 877 1440 (a.h.)

_._- -

G.T.S. 170 (P.R.3)

---- ----

.

Excellent condition, no more than 40
hours V.G. speed bar, red, yellow,
whi te top surface, black double surface
$1,200.00 O.N.O.

qld

Phone: Des. (03) 370 7245

sa

--'-'---

MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
Red with light blue leading edge and
tips - very good condition - flies well
$800.00 O.N.O.
BACKPACK COCOON HARNESS -

SWIFT 170 (P.R.3)
Good condition, speed bar - $500 - plus

Brand New 5'10" -

suit pilot around 5' 9" or
$200.00 O.N.O.

VARIO
Hummingbird
in fibreglass pod with
quick clamp, 270 degree meter. Excellent condition.
$150.00

STIRRUP HARNESS
MEDIUM SIZE HELMET
Phone:

Phone: Andy (08) 298 7837

$40.00
- $35.00

Jim (07) 44 5039 (b.h.)
(07) 397 1905 (a.h.)

SKYSAILOR
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ADDRESS:
•
•
•
•

Instruments
Harness
Back-up Chutes
Motor Gliders

•
•
•
•

Learner School
Sales & Service
Repairs
Accessories

DALES ROAD, VIA CHEVALLUM.
P ALMWOODS.

4555

Phone: (071) 45 9185

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

The all new

The all-purpose FUN TO FLY glider, designed to take the Beginner Pilot through to XC
flying.

This 60% double surfaced, enclosed X Bar Glider can be detuned to mush land

like a chocolate bar, yet blow them away (the other single surface learner-intermediate
ships) with a top speed not that far behind the HOT ships.

The VISION is designed as a First Glider - the average week-end pilot's FUN Glider

-

and a Glider with a frame strong enough to take an Ultralight TRIKE Conversion.

In the Tightest setting it is only slightly behind the Hot Ships in the Top end and L.D.,
but the Handling is so much better that the average Pilot will core thermals so much
more consistently that he will get higher and go further.

WHY DONT YOU GIVE US A CALL TO CHECK OUT OUR COMPETITIVE
PRICES ON POD HARNESSES, BACKPACK COCOONS, AND OUR WIDE
RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS?
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The reasons why.

• •

2ND

1ST

-1986 STANWELL PARK FREESTYLE COMPETITION-

Choose GTR: Proven performance, brilliant handling
- MOYES DEALER LIST N.S.W.
Airborne School Of
Hang Gliding
280 Charlestown Road
Charlestown 2290
(049) 39-599
Aerial Technics
42 Stanwell Avenue
Stanwell Park 2509
(042) 94-2545
Cloudbase
Blackhorse Farm
Hume Highway
Sutton Forest 2577
(048) 789-274
Neil Mersham
P.O. Box 126
Byron Bay 2481
(066) 857-854
John Kleven
5 Morrong Place
Cooma North 2630
(064) 822-457

Tom Sheumack
23 Henrys Road
Forresters Beach 2260
Home (043) 84-3734
Craig Worth
C/- P.O. Blackhead
2430
(065) 592-713

VICTORIA
WesHili
15 Heather Avenue
Ashwood 3147
(03) 277-7942
Mike Coburn
4/169 Albert Street
Port Melbourne 3207
(03) 645-2279
Rob Van Der Klooster
44 Tanner Street
Breakwater 3219
Home (052) 223-0 19

A.C.T.
Brett Freebody
84 Mugga Way
Red Hill 2603
(062) 957-434
QUEENSLAND
Scott Tucker
73 Main Street
Beenleigh 4207
Bernie Gonsalves
25 Ruth Street
Caboolture 45 10
(07) 205-5931
Nev Akers
205 Scott Street
Cairns 4870
(070) 512-438
Richard Nevins
12 Gayle Street
Southport 4215
(075) 324-874

SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
Larry Jones
15 Vincent Street
Christies Beach 5165
(08) 382-4217

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
Roy Brierley
12 Traylen Road
Bayswater 6053 Perth
(09) 271-4320

~~~
173 BRONTE RD. WAVERLEY,
SYDNEY, NSW 2024.

(02) 387-51 14

